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Tenutive Pr0Rosal for Interdi9cipliDAry and General Education

Objectives:

1. To contribute to the competence of the otudent in th1.Dk.i.na, use of
scientific methods, processes of evaluation and creative expression;

2. To provicla knovledge of contemporary eoe1&l changes snd neecla f.n tbe
Co:TIIItnity. &tate, nation and world;

3. To foster value patterns that arc. basic to sound decisions and actlO1U1
in a free, democratic society.

I. Interdl!clpl1nary Education

. a. Each student majoring in OIle of the three Divisions (lI\IlJUIlities,
Sclenee, Social Science) shall be expected to achieve a fair
familiarity with the great general concepts and major contribu
tlons of the other ttiO. To tilts end:

1. his program of wrk 1D his major division shall not exceed
two-thirds of his required timej

2. each Division shall affBr two courses (or equivalent) des:tgned
especially for students from. each of the other Divisions;

3. each Division shall bo. responsible for preparation of a Quali
fying Examination cover1ng the groat general conc(!ptfJ and major
contributions in its area; this examination shall be reviewed
by oue represautative of each of tbe three Divisions lUld judged
fair by majority vote of the three; its content shall correspond
approximately to that of the Divisional course offerings proposed
in (2) above; such examinations shall be given at least once in
each tri-semester and students who pass them at an acceptable
level shall be regarded as having met the interdisciplinary
requirement.

4. students major1ng in the Institute of Education or in the
Institute of Business Administration shall be required to
qualify in two of the three intordisciplinary examinations,
provided. however. that students with a opeciallzed competence
in one of thp. areas (e.g•• teAcher of science; business eeonomics)
shall qualify in the two other areas.

b. the university shall foster interdlscipltnary projects of research and
educatio'D3.1 service. '!'hese will provide opportunity for faculty,
graduate students. and for some undergraduates to study II complex
problem. in cooperation 'tdth 'Persons trained in other disciplines.
Among the long-teTDl. contbmi"'lg centers of 1Dvestigatlon at Florida
Atlantic University might: vell be those focused upon:



1. War aDd peace

2. Space exploration

3. OCeanography

4. lace relat.1oDa

S. UDder-developed areas especially in the
Caribbean and lu LaUn Amer1ea

6. New nations of Africa

7. ~ology; older persons lu our soc1ery

8. Chang1Ils family life

9. Civil llbert1ea

10. Automation and its consequences

11. Cultivation of creativity

12. Bnmaa relat10ns aDd institutional mauagement.

111e liat above is intended not to limit but only to _est ldnds
of projects - on and off the campus - ""lch lll1ght well br1Ils specialists
from different fields luto rollaboration. Fsculty load will need to ba
adjusted eo {usura time for research both within one l s own epeelalty and
in interdisciplinary projects. Studont load. l1kswise. should be 80 struc
tured that FUtlcipation lu such projects is an integral part of their
program, not an appeu.dage.

c. 1'he orga.niutlon of residences and of ntudent 11fe should facilitate
contaets and free discussions among st:udenta from all areas and
institutes.

2.



II. General Educ4tion

Apart from the interdisciplinary experiences discussed under (l),
Florida Atlantic proposes to help students reinforce and extend the general
education provided basically by the junior colleges.

a. Great ideas and issues

The Brumbaugh report proposes "general education projects dealing
with Igreat issues' or 'great ideas. III To some: extent these are treated
in the interdisciplinary research projects already listed.

To supplOOlent this, we propose that about once a month throughout
the year there be an all-University convocation. 'l'be themes and speakers
should be chosen by a committee composed of the President and one repre
sentative of each of the Divisions and Institutes. In general, the topics
should range over all these areas. Some. speakers might well be outstanding
scientists; some might be prominent political figures; 80me might be
influential writers or critics; some might be creative educators; some
heads of great corporations or trade unions; come religious leaders, etc.
While the issues may well be those of contemporary concern, the great
ideas should include contributions from the thinkers of the past 4S well
as the present. Lecturers should be chosen for their competence, eminence,
and ability to interest students. Commitments of such speakers are often
made a year or more 1n advance, so it wuld be wise to select now the
topics and spe&ters for 1964~6S.

b.

Some experimentation may be needed to determine the best structure
for the sessions. A typical plan, Wh1cll might be initially adopted,
would be an evening address before an assembly, but also telecast over
the area around. '1'he assembled audience might break into buzz-groups to
discuss the ideas presented. After about an hour, the audience might
reassemble, to ask questions of the lecturer. Questions might also be
re.ceived by telephone from the TV audience. A screening coum1.ttee should
probably review all the questions, selecting those most pertinent and
which reflect the widest interest. The lecturer might arrange to be on
campus the following day to meet seminara, classes or other groups which
would like to pursue some ideas further.

Cultural opportunities

Florida Atlantic Should become a great cultural center for this
area. Many of our students will have had very limited opportunities to
view great art, to hear great music in concert halls, or to see first-rate
theatre or ballet. In addition to the lecture series on great issues, the
university should provide about once each month an event of outstanding
quality in the arts. This might be a drama, a ballet, a concert, a poetry
reading, or an exhibit in the fine arts.

The future citizens - teachers, scientists, business men - Whatever
their occupation ~ who emerge from this campus should acquire (in the
words, again, of the Brumgaugh report) "discr1minat~ng value judgments 
critical taste - in literature and the arts. II There is no path to this
goal except that of abundant opportunity to enjoy and to a.ppraise high
quality productions.



Administratively, this proposal will require initially a budget
of the order of $6,000 a year. Some of the events may, with a small
admission charge, bring income equal to costs. Others will require
8 well-justified subsidy.. probably the selection of the program should
be delegated to the Division of the Humanities, with freedom. for them.
to utilize other faculty members or people in the community who have
particular interest and competence 1n the arts.

There remains the problem of bow beat to encourage students to
respond to such opportunities. We believe that the most potent influ
ence 18 a campus and regional nom - en unformulated agreement to give
bigh priority to such events. If "everyone" attends and talks about
the performance, the unenlightened will be carried with the tide.
Faculty participation 1s vital. The remat.n1ng problem 1s one of guiding
individuals who may as yet have developed little interest in the arts.
We. do aot believe that requiriag examinations in contemporary aesthetic
culture would be helpful. The faculty might, ho,~ver, &8 encouraged to
announce these events ia advance and to discuss them afterward with
students.

2.
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THE INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSE

1. Assumptions

(a) The central part of a mau's education ought to be a comprehensive and
fundameutal experience in (1) the nature and structure of his own
culture, (2) its primary eoam1tments and values. (3) its range and
depth a8 a manner of lIfe, and (4) its ways of thinking, feeling,
seeing. and choosing.

(b) Regarded from the other side. this means his full development as a
human beings self-awareness as an individual. development of his
capacities, resources, and powers of function. of bis freedom and
integrity of mind and heart. and of his sense of membership in and
belonging to the world in which he lives.

(e) This implies not only knowledge of this world. but possession of this
knowledge in experience; not only knowledge about the ways in which
this world is known and interpreted, but that particular kind of
possession of these procedures which will enable him to employ them,
fruitfully and properly, in his own terms and in relation to his own
problems, to the extent to which his own abilities and state of de
velopment enable him to do so.

(d) '!be educated man must also learn not only to discriminate among ways
of thought snd analysis, but among problems. Be must learn that each
kind of problem requires its own technique of analysis, that ways of
proceeding (historical, scientific, philosophical, literary, etc.)
are not alternatives in opposition to each other, but on the con
trary are concerned with different problems, or with different di
mensions of the same problem. 'l'here 1s no ",ay of learning this
except by repeated attacks on problems, first on one level and then
on another, and always in terms of real problems and real evidence,
so that ways of thought apd analysis became validated by their evident
success in solving problems; and. likewise, so that the inappropriate
ness of particular ways of proceeding to particular problems is
demonstrated by evident failure to do justice to the reality of the
problem. In addition, the relationships between these ways of pro
ceeding can be perceived only in terms of understanding their processes
in relation to, on the one hand, their frames of reference, and, on
the other hand, to their characteristic problems. Real relation
ships, being analogical, are always to be known through processes,
and not through the results of processes, which always refer back to
the processes Which produced them.

(e) 'l'he kind of learning sketched above would seem to require (1) a con
centration on problem-solving not in intelleetion only, but in the
real experiential 11fe of the student; (2) a structure of subject
matter capable of involving the student in the range and depth of
a learning experience sufficiently weighty and his culture; (3) con
tinuous 90 that these two objects--possession of the culture, and
possession of the means of interpreting it--can be really achieved



in experience. as behavioral instruments in the life of the stu
dent; end (4) a learning experience so organized that it itself
provides a model (as procesa) for what it hopes to enable the
student to achieve. If it does not itself possess both compre
hensivenes8 and unity, and is not itself a real process of thought
and analysi8. its possibility of service to the student is severely
limited.

2. OD. Sub1ect Hatter

In my vieth the particular subject matter for a course of this kind is
essentially a secondary problem, not that the facts and processes of reality
are unimportant.--good heavens--but that since the proper object of such a
course is not to "cover" reality--good heavens again--but to offer a model
(for leaY111.ng purposes) of ways of perceiving. many different kinds of
org.anlzatlon might very well serve the purpose. always providing that they
were responsibly related to the objectives.

3. A Possible Course

Aesum1ng four semesters. three of which would be spent on general problems.
and tbe fourth 00. an individual proj ect, in which the student. workil\g with
one staff member. would also have available at his need everyone else con
ueeted with the whole operation. both faculty and students. Assuming also
that the whole would be taught by people in different disciplines~ from.
different perspectives. 'l'bat is the important pointl ideally. the staff
should be frem the three divisions; should the other two divisions not accept
it, it could still be usefully mounted as a HUmanities Division operation.

(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)

1st Trimesters
2nd '.l'r1mester I

3rd Trimester I
zation (or one
4th rr1mesters

'l11e Nature of Civilization
'l'be Nature of Man
The Dynamics (Nature? Processes?) of Western Clvili

could make a good case for: American Civilization)
Independent Project

(a) I 8m assl.mling here that throughout disciplines and ways of
proeeeding will be distinguished in series relation to given
problems, and that every effort will be made afte'I' a series
to distinguish and relate them. This requires careful

l orchestration in plaon1ng; and the most generous openness on
the part of the staff.

(b) I put the nature of civilization as the first problem, rather
than the nature of man. chiefly because 1 think that civili
zation is both a safer and a more functionsl way of beginning.
Safer. because to begin with the nature of man is very likely
to plunge the students tnto a shoreless ocean of tmaginative
metaphysics; functional. because society and time are modes
more open to adolescents than is their own nature.

(c) The particular object of the 3rd trimester is to plunge the
students into the problem of understanding the nature of their
own culture as present fact. and as critical moment. in the
sease that all presents are critical simply because they are
presents. To me. this involves both contemporaneousness and
cootem.poraneity: Uthere be three presents: a present of time
past, a preseut of time present. and a present of time future"
(S. Augustine. by memory only. alss).



AN APPROACH TO TIlE STUDY C1l' A SEGIIEN'l C1l' mSTORY

Because it begins with a Ifclean slate." FAD Is in aD ideal position to

introduce a number of new dimensions in the study and teaching of history.

Blatory vivified through research, travel. and study aD the ground Is history

learned through the blending of intellectual and emotional IngTedients. The

broadening of student learning opportunities facilitates the early develop.

ment of a cosmopolitan quality on the campus--one of the fundamental prere

quisites of an outstanding institution.

The Inter-American area represents 8 vital and indeed priority item in

the dEvelopment of the history program. It Is hoped that the study of Latin

American history at PAU viII be an integral part of the progT8D1 of a Latin

American Institute. the early establishment of the latter 18 strongly urged;

it would be a tangible example of an endeavor within the university structure

where the natural sciences. humanities, and social sciences can relate their

efforts effectively.

The followiug outline is suggested for 8 course titledl Recent Economic

!!!!! Sociel History,g! Latin America. The proposels should not be construed

88 fixed or exhausting the possibilities•

.§1.u .2& clasal 30 students

Period a courSG1 one trimester--lS weeks

Methods, materials, techniques1

(1) lecturea

(2) ciaBS discussion

(3) re.ding.

(4) film.

(5) t.pe.

(6) field ezperience--study phase
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(7) field experience--work project

(8) field experlence-~researchreport

Almas-
(1) To develop an understandlag 1n breadth of the major economic

and social elements in the recent history of Latin America.

(2) To examine trends in a select area in microcosm. by becoming

intensively iuvolved••vla study and work in the field··in the 11fe of

one segment of one area in Latin America. 1.e., the peasant community

in Puerto Mco.

(3) 70 build on the knowledge thus obtained, developing out of it

an awareness of the broader historic issues and general categories of

problems and needs in Latin America.

Preparation !f$. Field Study

For the unit of study to fulfill its objectives In the manner de-

sired. precise advanced planning 1s essential. A preltmtnary visit to

Puerto Rico by the faculty member responsible for the course will be

made for tbe following purposes I

(1) BetabHslDent of contacts with United States and Puerto Rican

personnel on the ground (e.g. Fred W8let U. S. director of the Ccmmm1ty

Education Program; Forrest Davis t representative of the Peace Corps;

staff people in branches of the Puerto Rican government and at the 0Di-

versity of Puerto Rico. etc.)

(2) Planning for an international dialogue with a group of students

in a kindred course at the Ut11ver81ty of Puerto Rico. (ODe student--at

least-- from Puerto lico would be enrolled in the course at FAD.)

(3) Arrangment with officialst at the central aud local level8.J for

8 field project in six rural villages. (Morris Mitchell suggested the

comrunfty of Cestanner 8S one such.)
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Execution

Phase I ••weeks 1 through 3

(1) Lectures. readings. discussion. Distribution of list of

works for reading during the trimester. Use of films. tapes, etc.

(2) Two lectures a week with two alternating discussion periods;

one hour each. A.If. and T. will (it 1s hoped) cooperate with this

experiment in an international dialogue by making available a two-way

phone comnm1 cetlon line so that the lectures and discussion could

altlK11taneously involve students at Boca Raton sod San Juan. (Should

A.T. and T. be unw1111u.s to further the cause of culture in this way,

s modification of the dialogue could readily be made by a filmed taping

of the lectures and discussion, the sending of the tape to Puerto Rico

and the return of a filmed tape frem the clsss in Puerto Rico. The

dialogue. once opened, would continue for the duration of the trimester.)

Phase It--weeks 4 through 7

(1) '!'be 30 students would be divided into two groups of lS (group

I snd group IX). During Phase tX. Group X would remain at Boca Raton.

Lectures. readings. discussions continue.

(2) Group It moves to Puerto Rico for field activity. The activity

centers upon a comparative study of three agricultural vlliages.-one

at a highly advanced level. one toward the opposity extreme. one in

transition. The fifteen members of the group will be divided into teams

of five, each team to be associated with one village. The foUr weeks

in the field will be diVided in this fashionl

(8) The first half-weeki 3 days at the UD!verslty of Puerto Rico.

Orientation in Puerto Rico--its history. traditions. cultural patterns,

mores of 80ciety in general and rural sector in particular.
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(b) Next tbree weeks in the villages. Each team to do 8 study in

depth of each village (demography; administration; econOOl1c forma and

problems; 8ocial--cultural institutions and needs. e.g. education. re

ligion, public health. power structure, etc.). F11ms, tapes to be pro

duced where possible; artifacts and art work to be gathered also where

possible. At the end of each week. each group to meet in conference.

tape a discussion, Bend it to class at FAU. Each group to engage in 8

work project while living and studying in the village. Here Peace Corps.

Community Education Program personnel, etc. can help in planning of

work project. Last half-weekI clos1~ sessions at University of

Puerto Rico. Discussion by group members with students in history

class. other perscnmel at the capital. wrap up of experience. Return

to FAU.

Phase III-.weeks 8 through 11

(1) Group I moves to Puerto Rico for similar routine aud becomes

associated with three different villages.

(2) Group II at FAU resumes class work and study activity I lectures.

reading. discussions; continues colloquy with group at San Juan.

Phase IV·-weeks 12 through IS

(1) Lectures. diacussions (including reports and analyses of ex

periences). completion of research reports.

(2) Pinal examination

Samuel A. Portnoy

9;17,4 ..



A Proposal for Interdisciplinary Work for Human! ties Malara

(I) Controlling Assumption.

1. Interdiociplinary courses. if they meaningfully relate man's experiences
in diverse fields instead of placing them in juxtaposition to each other,
are educationally valuable.

2. Interdisciplinary work among the Natural Sciences, Social Sciences, and
Humanities i8 not an equilateral triangle.. '!'be Humanities. because of
their dom1nant interest in synthesis and totality of perception, are
peculiarly qualified to handle courses 1n which interdisciplinary threads
are spun. This is not to say that in interdisciplinary team couraes the
investment of the Natural and Social Sciences in sound education is not
equally great. But the synoptic chart of man's experience is a prime
business of the Humanities, and this should be recognized in the setting
up of interdisciplinary work.

3. In all work w.lch is handled by personnel from the three branches, each
teacher, regardless of his home base, is to master the whole course with
maximal care.. That is to eay. all instructQ.T8 1!Ust know the whole body
of the course, not merely the part they contribute.

(n) Courses

(1) Junior Year, First and Seeond Trimester

A year course in which the methods used and the goals BOUght by the
Natural Sciences, Social Sciences, and Bu:m.!1J11tles are compared. 'l'he
first trimester de3.ls with a general overview of the terrain, while the
second trimester treats of specific pursuits. The premium is on the
unity, not the division of intellectual experience. That is, the truth
claims of the three branches are different but the paths lead to the same
goal, the increase and refinement of human experience. 'l1le student should
get the insight that truth"gathering Is a many-splenclored thing, and that
truth for the poet. the psychologist, and the ZOOlogist Is essentially the
same truth under divers aspects. 'l'bis sub specie aeternitatis approach can.
be well illustrated by the kind of nodal theme. exercise discussed yesterday.
The special assignment of the course, then, 1s the clarification of the
fact that wile the 'WOrld 1s a n lot of unfinished things," there is •
unity to the effort of knowledge"'gathe1P!ngo.

The second tr1mester goes to real... live, pin-pointed situations. Examples:

(a) The Sea (all discipline.).

(b) Einstein's letter to Truman on the atom bomb (the responsibility
of tbe scientist in the moral realm), (science and philosophy).

(e) The role of the psychologist in the Nuremberg Trials, e.g.• the
phyehologist's interview with Goering 48 II point of departure
(8ocial sclence~history).
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Cd) The frontier (hlstor~soclal 8cleDCe)~

(e) Planck's Treatise on the indeterminacy principle (Where Is
Science Going?) - Freud'o Discontents and Civilization 
free-will controversy (science-hIstory-philosophy) •

(f) Problem of orig1ll and nature of life (cf. Biology Report 8/27)
(philosophy-science).

It is suggested that the first trimester in the junior year be handled by
a philosopher, preferably one who is sympathetic to philosophy's~ function
of synthesis and analysis. while the second trimester be turned over to several
instn1ctors. as needed by the requirements of the illustrations, and recruited
from departments most suitable to each illustration. I would advocate no more
than three interdisciplinary illustrations in the trimester. I would also urge
that the cogency of the illustration should be the foremost criterion, and that
the spread over a8 many disciplines as possible should be a secondary cr1teri~

An illustration might be organized in this way:

(a) Two hour lectures on background and cognate information..

(b) Class discussion in small groups of the illustration assignments.

(c) A student forum. (with team captains carrying the. burden of debate)
on the i.GJplication8 of the illustration for the several disci
plines.

(d) A uritten report from. each student on the value of the liE.9son.
Here the evidence must be shown that the whole pabulum has been
digested and that the student faces up to the comple.x1ey of the
problem. The ideal to alm. for is that at this stage no student
should ask himself: "50 uhat?1t

(2) :First Trimester in the Senior Year

1 sm in sympathy t-71th the tone and manner of the proposal made in yester"
day's report and that greater freedom and a stress on participation is
needed in this folloW"""up course. I would suggest further that students
write man-sized papers on communi ty problems which rub elbows with
humanistic and scientific questions. Drawing on C.I.T.'s experience
ldth prize essays along these lines, 1 recoamend for your consideraUon
three samples:

(a) 'l'be Race Situation in My Home Town (bombarded from the moral.
socio-economic, biological, and political angles, and geared to
the historical fundament of the situation).

(b) Birth Control in Community X (the religious, sociological, eeoDDmic.
medical aspecta) (the Impact of CUban refugees in Plorida??)

(e) Architectnre and Lendacap1llg as a Coww.nity Question (the h1etory
of Spanish and !ngliah influence 011. the region, the influx of
Northern Idgratlon to Florida s1nc.e World War I, and the interplay
of climate. soney, and taste).
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(3) Second Trimester in the Senior Year

A course which is s1m11ar in scope to the following two samples:

Philosophers and Society

The course Philosophers and Society should enable the student to look
at appropriate areas in history from the point of view of the connection
between societal change and ideas. Illustrations may include the relation
ship between the developments in 16th century England and the thought of
Bacon; between the dyaamic alterationG of European society in the latter
19th century and the philosophy of Nietzsche; between the post-World War I
period in Western Europe and the writings of Sartre. 'thus, the course
specializes in the causal relationships between the social, economic, and
political aspects of society and the world of ideas, ideals. and ideology.
It might be well to try DO more than perhaps four way stations such as
these I

the 16th century and the inductive method. of Bacon

the 18th century En,l1ghteument and the thought of Voltaire

the second half of tbe 19th cenmry and the philosophy of Nietzsche

the period since 1918 and the writings of Bartre

Alternate and rotating approaches are possible, such 8S Athens after the
Pelopponesian War and the Reform Philosophy of P1ato1 s Repub1ici the early
Principato and the Stoic Philosophy of Seneca; the medieval synthesis and
St. Thomas Aquinas, etc.

The course should, I believe, endorse Brinton' 8 view that lito teach is to
set problems," not lito teach i8 to affirm;" as well as Alfred North White'"
head' 8 judgment that intellectual history should be an adventure of ideas
which, like. all adventure, implies uncertainty. Above all, the course will
not help the student to shine in quiz programs but rather it will help him
understand that part of the philosopher f s tasl' "went into the climate of
opinion of the intellectual classes."

The Ancient and Medieval Cit:

'l11e eource 'the Ancient and Medieval City purports to view history from the
po1Dt of view of a relatively "closed" system of a given urban culture
pattertlt'.Per1cleau Athens (ca. 450 Be to ca 425 BC), Augustan Rome (ca 30 Be
to ea 15 AD). Florence. (ea 1490 AD to ca 1510 AD) are exaraplea lm.1ch occur
to !!lB. The student will have an opportunity to go into depth in specially
selected aTeas of 80c1al study. The underlying questions in such a study
are these: Ut·1h4t hald the commun1ty together?" "What were the values, the
80ale, and the centripetal forces of the COtmlUuity'l" "'What: were tbe forces
that made for a break-up of the system?" PezMpS the course can bOBt be
described ss a If sociology" of three cities but sociology 1s to be understood
in th.cs sense of cultural complex, not in the up"dated sense of statistical
8ociology.
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Alternates to Athens, Rome, and Florence after the first trial year
may be~ with appropriate changes in the course title:

11th century Constantinople

13th century Paris

19th century London

20th century Berlin (1919-1933)

20th century New York

Here we have, then, a narrow chronological concentration and a close
look at an integrated cOUlIlUIl1ty, although admittedly the last three
urban centers just mentioned (London, Berlin, and New York) are not
comparable to Athens, Constantinople or Paris 4S integrated units.



This is a proposal for an inter-divisional series of courses re
quired for all students, to be taught by the faculties of all three Divisions
working together.

!b!. First Semester Course: Fields 2! Study

1. The Brumbaugh Report described a period of orientation for
the student. '!be proposal for this semester's course would change the kind
of orientation but would not violate the spirit of the suggestion of the
report. The orientation which l10uld be derived from the first semester
course would be of three kinds: (1) it would "introducell many of the members
of the faculty of the University to the student; (2) it would help him to
"placell his own field of specialization in a very useful way in the context
of the nhole realm of learning; (3) it would make him aware of the great
variety of ways there are of learning and of the value of those ways.

2. The first semester course would. first of all, introduce the
student (through video lectures by many faculty members) to the methods
used and goals sought 1n each major field of study within the three Divi
sions. To give coherence to all these lectures. a single faculty member
(a philosopher. I would suppose) would introduce the course, introduce the
lecturers, conduct taped interviews with the lecturer (discuosing with him
perhaps his methods in the lecture and what he was a1m1ng at in performing
the experiement, for instance, or studying the poem), comparing the con
tributions of the lecturer's approaches to learn1ng with those of others,
and c.rawing together in a meaningful manner all the contributions made by
the various lecturers.

3. 'l'be first semester course would. secondly, introduce the
students to the high skills necessary in developing the methods and achiev
ing the goals in these major areas of learning by a series of exercises
which would point out the difficulties of each discipline and the usefulness
of understanding and acquiring the method. '!'he working out of these exer
cises would require careful faculty planning both within each division and
among tlle divisions. I offer the following examples only as amateurish
illustrations of the sort of thing I have in mindl

(a) To examine the difficulties involved in the exact analyzing
of sea water and the usefulness of being able to do it. This could be
illustrated by having individual members of a group answer the following
questions: ialen vas sea water first analysed chemically? Were the ages
preceding that time able to describe (or "ana l yze") sea water in any other
teras that proved useful to them? Bow' is sea water analyzed? t-lbat equip
ment is necessary? Given the equipment, what steps must be taken to ensure
exactness in analysis? Of what value is this analysis in our world, both
directly and indirectly?

(b) To examine the difficulties involved in the analysis of a
Sb~spearean BOnnet and the usefulness of being able to do it. This could
be illustrated by having individual members of the group answer the foll~~

iog questions I ToJbat is the sonnet saying? Is a prose statement of the sonnet
as "useful" a8 the poem itself? What does useful mean in this settse? Does
it help to increase knowledge to talk about its form, its images, the tone



•,

in uhlch the speaker is addressing the person spoken to? Does it help to
read and 1mOW' the other Shakespearean SODnCtS? Does it help to know the
11fe of Shakespeare'! Does it help to know the *story of the times 1~~

which he lived? Does it help 1f the unusual wo s (or often usual vorl\s)
are understood by us as Shakespeare's age used t em?

4.
would present
this I

'l'he implementations of the "exercise" part of the course
problems. 1 see implementation working pretty much like

(8) To have small student graups whose fields of study are dj ..
verse work together on each problem with the student whose major 1s bel'J.g
studied BS leader. Try to make the questions that go into each exercl:.e
various enough that everyone in the group can participate.

(b) 'to have faculty advisors available for discussion wit1. groups
or group leaders at the request of the latter.

(c)
probably by a
is canpleted.

To have a model solution to the exercise presented ff~ tape.
faCUlty member for the students' hearing after the (~ercise

(d) To make part of the final examination an exercisf or a series
of exercises simpler but like the exercises 'Worked on during th.! semester.

It l{/possible that the implementation might make de.t.mds upon
faculty time (since this would be a full Junior class course) beyond faculty
capacity to handle the situation. But experiment here would Je desirable
and it might be that tapes made of sane student groups in tht. first year or
so could be turned into useful illustrative exercises, if ttc full scale
group operation became too unwieldy in future years.

~ Second Semester Course: ~ Contributions .2! £!!! !!!!!! E! Leerning
!!~ Through Group Problmr;!

1. The Brumbaugh Report and our planning sessions lutve both put
great stress on independent study in addition to Inter-disdplinary study.
'1'his semester course would place great reliance upon studel.~t groups, who
in their own terms but with faculty supervision would eonf:'ODt certain
assigned problems.

2. These problems would be formulated in such :1 way that group
attention and interest would be brought to bear on the particular view of
the world each Division had and on the contribution made through that view
to the ''1orld the student lives iu. For simplicity of orb/Jnization, the
course would probably have to start with one view and the:n move on to the
second and to the third. though more ingenuity than I cun now coaJn8l1d might
make use of all three views at the same time. Even morn than with the exer
cises in Semester 1. these problems would require the thoughtful planning
of the joint faculty; consequently. 1 will not even try 1:0 give a full seale
example. Remembering that the problems ought to apply "1:0 the world that
the student Uves in," however. the planners might construct problems that



would focus upon the contribution of scienc:e or scientific teclmology to the
f.IImediate eavircmment of Boca Raton: for instance, refrigeration, air.
conditioning, chlorine tn sw1Jmdng pools; and upon the contribution of 80cial
sciences to the state of Vlorida. far instance, providing education for
Florida children. analyzing the econcaics of tourism.. examining the pro
blems of a rapidly expanding population; and upon the contribution of the
humanities to the America the student lives In. for instance. the various
levels of music and their status in his life.

Another way of organizing the course would be to take one object,
such as television, and examining the ways in which science has made it .
possible and thereby has affected the lives of millions, then examining
the economics of television and how it operates, and finally examining the
aesthetics of television.

Ih! Third Semester CourS(U !9. Individual Stud%: Pro'ect ~ Integrated Learning

The BrtJllbaugh Report makes one of its desiderata the idea of aid.
ing " s tudents to develop individual value patteT11s that are basic to sound
decisions and actious in a free society. It Not only. in other words, is
lndependent study stressed. but independent study must be such that the
student can develop callpetence 1D evaluating 8S well 8S using his tools of
learning. The method conceived of in this course is individual effort. UDder
faculty supervision, vith the help of the Learning Resource8 Center and bis
fellow students. in one major project that would be carefully designed for
his own needs end his own personality. '1'he student would be ~ected to
ra.ns:e aver ill the areas c.f knowledge. use all the means of learning at this
dispossl. bring to beal' not only what he has learned in his two preceding
semesters in the courses described above but what he has learned 10. his
other courses a8 well. The topic would be ana that would require him to go
beyond his own field of speclalleation. Part of the success of this project
would depend upon the imagination with which he tackled it and the breadth
of possibilities he examined. The most general kind of examples of this
project would bel

(8) Draw up specifications for an ideal village plaD. in an under·
developed nation.

(b) 'lake a Thing .- e.g•• a Rcman stirrup or a Chinese agricul
tural tool. a.n4 see what can be learned fran it when applying the approaches
of the different dieciplinea.
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